
   So, as the winter season comes upon us events at the museum slow 
down considerably.  This month is veteran’s month at the museum and in 
appreciation all vets can enter free along with immediate family 
members.  Also, the museum has a special exhibit for kids until the end of 
the year called “when the earth shakes” it gives young children an idea of 
what causes an earthquake and what kind of damage it causes. 
     Another new service available through the museum for C7 owners is 
called Corvette 101. This service gives the owner of C7s an opportunity to 
become thoroughly familiar with their cars through a personalize training 
session. You can do this by visiting the museum or on line through 
something like Facebook. Call the museum for more information. 
    If your travel time in your corvette is getting short because of coming 
weather you can look ahead to spring 2020 when in April the museum 
sponsors the NCM Bash.  This event is much like the anniversary event but 
with a lot less cars and people but with a lot of the same events as in the 
big anniversary event. Put it on your calendar now so you can make your 
plans early. 
     One last comment is “don’t forget to get your car ready for winter”, 
battery tender, maybe some additive in the gas and always get rid of the 
stale summer air in your tires. and put in fresh winter air 
    RAFFLES; 
    November 11,2019. A 2019 Shadow gray corvette ZR1. 1500 tickets @ 
$300. 
 
    November 21, 2019. A Torch red stingray coupe.  1500 tickets @ $100. 
 
    This is a long-range raffle hoping they can build one by then? 
     2020 Black corvette coupe. Unlimited tickets @ $20. 
     Don’t forget that you must go on line to the museum and download an 
application fill it out and send it back to the museum with your choices and 
a check or credit card info. 
 
 
 
That’s all folks Jim 


